Hello, friends. Yum is one of the most important package managers out there because of things like Yum history. So, we will use yum history to find out package information about installed or uninstalled packages on the system. In addition to this, yum history is used to verify transactions that have been made with this program.

Creating presentations for educational or work presentations was always monopolized by proprietary tools. However, thanks to CSS/HTML we now have other more flexible tools. That’s why, in this post, you will learn how to install RevealJS on Ubuntu 20.04 / Debian 11.

In this tutorial post, we will show you the method to run processes in the background. After this article, you will learn to Start a Linux Process or Command in Background.
Are you having an issue or getting the error message "temporary failure in name resolution?" on your terminal while trying to ping a website or while trying to update a system or apps in Linux then you are at the right place as we will show you the solution for this error.

- **How to Install LibreNMS on Ubuntu** [6]

  Libre has managed to climb the ranks in recent years and is now notorious for its various software. It offers its very own word processor, spreadsheet program, presentation maker, database tool alongside several others aimed at making the life of the daily user more efficient.

- **How to turn off breadcrumbs in WordPress** [7]

  This brief tutorial explains how to turn off breadcrumbs in WordPress based on different theme scenarios.

  Breadcrumbs are visible links showing the hierarchical structure of your site based on the current content the visitor is reading.

  After reading this tutorial, you will know how to disable breadcrumbs on your website. All steps in this article include screenshots, making it easy for all WordPress users to follow them.
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